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LYKO aim to become the «Amadeus of 
mobility»

Some dream about it, others talk about it, Lyko has officially launched it. A
technology that enables the reservation of a myriad of mobility services, both

public and private, from around the world, irrespective of the type of the platform.

Nearly 7 out of 10 Europeans ...

69.5% of Europeans think it would be useful to have a single application covering all modes of transporta-
tion. According to the third survey by the ACA and 9 Automobile Clubs, more and more public and private 
entities are working to develop applications that centralize information and ticketing systems for various 
mobility services. Known as «MaaS» solutions, for Mobility as a Service, their deployment enormous time 
and investment in research, development and commercial prospecting.

«It can often take several months before concluding a partnership with a mobility service, then 
becoming familiar with these databases and information systems, or even integrating payment for 
these services...»

Laurent BOUZON, CEO & Co-founder of Lyko

Upon observing these challenges, Laurent Bouzon, Adrien Hugon and Yacine Belarbi co-founded Lyko, 
with an intention to make MaaS easily accessible to ALL innovators. After 2 years of hard work, Lyko was 
born as a «smart toolbox».
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ABOUT LYKO

Expert du MaaS (Mobility as a Service), Lyko met à disposition des 
collectivités, des industries du tourisme et de la mobilité une suite 
d’outils intelligents permettant de simplifier le développement de leur 
propre solution de mobilité intermodale. Pour en savoir plus, n’hésitez 
pas à consulter notre site lyko.tech.

A single API, countless possibilities...

A suite of tools gathering all the functional bricks needed to create the best intermodal mobility solution. 
From planning to payment, in concrete terms Lyko guarantees to deliver an end-to-end mobility expe-
rience. Via its API, it provides access to the distribution systems of more than 2,500 mobility services 
(public transport, train, scooter, VTC, car-sharing, car rental, parking...) and a powerful intermodal journey 
planner
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«Unlike existing Open Source journey planners, our own algorithms allow to process a large volume 
of data and to plan intermodal trips on a national scale.»

Adrien HUGON, CTO & Co-fondateur de Lyko

Launched at the end of last year, Lyko is already generating interest from cities and the travel and mobi-
lity industry. Its technology has already convinced major European groups such as Air France, Volkswagen 
and Thales. Currently, in talks with a few investors and business angels, future fundraising should greatly 
help it to develop its network of partners. What a great way to innovate as fast as we move!


